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Witness to an Execution
Since the death penalty was reinstated in
the U.S. in 1977, one-third of all
executions have taken place in Texas.
Witness to an Execution is an audio
documentary profiling men and women
who carry out and witness those
executions. Narrated by warden James
Willett and produced by Stacy Abramson
and David Isay, Witness to an Execution
originally aired on NPRs All Things
Considered on October 12, 2000.Ill be
retiring next year and to tell you the truth,
this is something I wont miss a bit. You
know, there are times when Im standing
there, watching those fluids start to flow
and wonder whether what were doing here
is right. Its something Ill think about for
the rest of my life. (Warden James Willett
on his experience presiding over 75
executions at a Texas State Prison)
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Arkansas cant find enough volunteers to witness its back-to-back Apr 27, 2017 Arkansas Times reporter Jacob
Rosenberg was a media witness when the state executed Marcel Williams on April 24th. Watch has he recounts
Execution witnesses needed in Arkansas Fox News Witness to an Execution (National Public Radio) into the Texas
death chamber where the states most dangerous inmates are executed by lethal injection. : Witness to the Execution:
Sean Young, Len Cariou Mar 8, 2017 Narrated by Warden Jim Willett, who oversees all Texas executions, Witness to
an Execution documents, in minute-by-minute detail, the StoryCorps 496: Witness to an Execution StoryCorps Apr
24, 2017 Arkansas requires six respectable citizens to witness executions a task it struggled to find volunteers for as it
executes its first prisoners since Witness to the Execution - Wikipedia Witnesses to an Execution. *State law mandates
that only specific people are allowed to witness an execution. Eligible witnesses: Immediate family members of The
Peabody Awards - Witness to an Execution Witness to an Execution: David Isay, Stacy Abramson - Every state
that performs executions has legislation providing for certain people to witness them. State laws vary as to who is
allowed to watch an execution, but PROCEDURE 769, The Witnesses to an Execution - Roxie This was my first
execution and I was completely fine with it, although many, . she had entered the Death House for the first time to
witness the execution of a State Needs Volunteers to Watch Inmate Executions - Story Impressions on the Execution
of Andre Graham 12-09-99. It wasnt until I started home from work that it really started to hit me that, tonight, instead
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of watching none Mar 22, 2017 A shortage of required citizen witnesses to watch eight lethal injections According to a
study done at Clemson University, every execution Section: 546.0740 Execution, witnesses. RSMO 546.740 Apr 23,
2017 The witness room facing the execution chamber at the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility in Lucasville, Ohio,
where Charles E. Coulson saw What it was like watching the botched Oklahoma execution - The Apr 15, 2014
Stephen Lich was a college student when his father, Glen Ernst Lich, 48, was murdered in October 1997 by Ramiro
Hernandez Llanas, VOGUE - WITNESS AT THE EXECUTION - 925L-000-016 The chief administrative officer of
the correctional center, or his duly appointed representative shall be present at the execution and the director of the
department Witness to the Execution: A Macabre, Surreal Event - latimes May 2, 2014 Afterward, when the
execution was over and Lockett was dead, the witnesses would be told to tear out their notes and return the notebooks
and Witnessing the Execution - How Lethal Injection Works Seven years later the Harveys rarely miss an execution,
although Angola is a This may not sound so good, but the lethal injection was easier on the witness. What Its Like To
Witness An Execution - Business Insider PROCEDURE 769, The Witnesses to an Execution. SHOWTIMES / BUY
TICKETS July 19 only. Co-presented by Death Penalty Focus. The topic is anything but Witness to the Execution (TV
Movie 1994) - IMDb Mar 24, 2017 Arkansas is looking for volunteers to witness an unprecedented number of
executions taking place over ten days in April. Get Smart Witness for the Execution (TV Episode 1970) - IMDb
Action Max must guard a KAOS defector in his apartment until he can testify at trial. In the meantime KAOS sends the
Exterminator to silence the witness. Witness to an Execution - Texas Monthly Mar 31, 2017 Corrections director
apparently invited members of a local Rotary Club People who are allowed to witness an execution varies by state. An
Arkansas Family Prepares to Witness the Execution of their Crime This movie deals with a television network
hoping to draw the biggest ratings ever while televising an execution live into the home of every American Witness to
an Execution - Pro-death Mar 25, 2017 A state law requires that at least six people witness an execution to ensure that
the states death penalty laws are properly followed. But so far States Recruit Witnesses for Executions - ABC News
Apr 22, 1992 SAN QUENTIN The hiss of flowing liquid was our sign that the execution of Robert Alton Harris had
begun. Sulfuric acid filled the two vats Bearing Witness to Executions: Last Breaths and Lasting Impressions
Procedure 769, Witness to an Execution is a 1995 Dutch documentary film by director Jaap van Hoewijk about the
execution of convicted murderer Robert Alton State hunting for volunteers to witness Aprils 8 executions - Mobile
State law requires the presence of six civilian witnesses at executions. So, prison officials issued a press release titled
Corrections Seeks Execution Witnesses.. Arkansas searches for execution witnesses - The Boston Globe Oct 2, 2015
A muted injection process, watched by two dozen hushed witnesses and officials, ends the life of a man who went on a
violent two-year The execution of Alfredo Prieto: Witnessing a serial killers final Witness to the Execution is a 1994
made-for-TV movie. Its plot concerns a fictional television networks desire to carry the live execution of a condemned
killer as What Its Like to Witness an Execution - NBC News Buy Witness to an Execution on ? FREE SHIPPING on
qualified orders. Witnesses to an Execution - Mar 22, 2017 Witnesses are required to ensure that the execution is
carried out volunteers to witness eight death row inmate executions scheduled in April. The Witness - Texas Monthly :
Witness to the Execution: Sean Young, Len Cariou, George Newbern, Dee Wallace, Alan Fudge, Brian Markinson,
Marina Palmier, Tim Daly,
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